
LDM
Drop Move Duo Surface-mounted

Oberfläche

mat aluminium

gepolijst aluminium

zwart

bronzen

wit

Dimmbarkeit

DALI dimbaar

dimbaar op locatie met faseafsnijding dimmer

met Casambi module

Technical details

Land van fabricage  Duitsland

fabrikant LDM

ontwerper Jürgen Glauner

bescherming IP20

Omvang van de levering LED

voltage geschiktheid 230 - 240 Volt

materiaal aluminium

kabel kleur transparant

kabellengte 50 - 200 cm

hoogteverstelling hoogte verstelbaar

LED inclusief

Kleurweergave-index >95

Kleurtemperatuur in
Kelvin

Dim to warm

luifel Dimensions
Lengte 80 cm, breedte 6,5 cm, hoogte
2,7 cm

Schaduw diameter 7 cm

schermhoogte 19 cm

bulb vervangen: bij de fabrikant / fabriek

prestaties van het
systeem

2 x 8,75 Watt

Totale lichtstroom in lm 1.562

Omschrijving

The LDM Drop Move Duo Surface-mounted is a pendant lamp that consists of
two height-adjustable lamps on a rectangular canopy. The cable length can be
adjusted individually for each lamp from 50 cm to 200 cm. The light is focused
by the lamps through frosted optical lenses and emitted homogeneously
downwards. The two lamps are 60 cm apart from each other. The canopy is 80
cm long and rectangular. It is always supplied in the same finish as the lamps.
On request, the pendant lamp is also available with a rounded canopy and
with special lengths for the cables.

The Drop Move Duo Surface-mounted is offered in the surfaces polished
aluminum, matt aluminum, bronze, white and matt black. All elements of the
lamp are always in the same finish as the lamp itself. On request, lamps are
also available in all finishes above with a topping in polished aluminum, matt
aluminum, bronze, matt white and matt black.

The Drop Move Duo Surface-mounted is offered in three versions: dimmable
on site with a trailing edge phase dimmer, DALI dimmable or with an
integrated Casambi module. The DALI version requires a 5-core mains cable.
With a Casambi module, the lamp can be operated via smartphone or tablet
using the Casambi app via Bluetooth. Casambi technology also offers the
option of switching and dimming several suitable lamps separately in groups.

When dimming the double pendant lamp, the light colour of the integrated
LEDs changes to a warmer tone (from 3,000 Kelvin warm white to 1,800 Kelvin
extra warm white) due to the used Dim-to-warm technology. LDM also offers a
single, a triple or a quadruple lamp (on request) from the Drop series and the
Drop with a shortenable, height-determinable cable.
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